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Fast / Accurate / Simple / Thorough

Top Manufacturing Company
Fast Forensics Case

Problem:

The Company bought a pool of 4000 AI-driven fast

forensic scan licenses from CyCraft: 300 for the current

incident, 1700 for the acquisition, and 2000 licences for
future use.

Current security incidents fully resolved with timelines
of all attacker behavior mapped and connected,
complete with executed remediation plan, and
eradication of attacker behavior conﬁrmed.

Cyber due diligence requirement fulﬁlled, acquisition
green lit for next stage of due diligence in the M&A
process.

The Company operated in multiple
geographic regions, and operated
subsidiary companies, and was
considering an acquisition, which
needed cyber forensic due diligence
to ensure a safe IT integration.
Despite employing sophisticated
prevention technology, the Company
also experienced attack behavior
which required rapid forensic
expertise, but the existing team
and tools were too slow and
resource constrained for the job.

Solution:

Technology leveraged:

Impact:

Can scan any number
of endpoints at any
time

Able to discover the
most sophisticated and
subtle modern attacks

Both cloud and
on-prem systems
covered

Incident response
plans for mitigating all
manner of threats

Rescanning to conﬁrm
attacker eradication

Historical visibility
into asset behavior

Hidden device and
insider threat discovery

Full connected maps of
all attacker activity

Know that incident
is full handled

Customer's Take:

CyCraft IR: AI-Driven Fast Forensics

"CyCraft’s customer support provided excellent communication, incident

(License Pool Bundle)

reports, and response times, leaving us feeling conﬁdent and at ease with our
security situation."

How We Respond to Your Incident

－Security Analyst

i

STEP 1

Deploy our IR
forensic scanner
to your endpoints.

STEP 2

We receive the
scanner data &
our AI & experts
analyze it.

STEP 3

We generate a
plan & execute
it with you

STEP 4

Together we
rescan & conﬁrm
eradication.

Eradicate hackers faster & more thoroughly than ever before.

25+ Gold Cybersecurity
Excellence Awards
including Managed
Detection and
Response, Artiﬁcial
Intelligence, and Best
Cyber Security Company

#1 General, Tactic & Technique detections
#1 Major attack steps alerted
#1 Attack sub-steps alerted

Best of Show Grand Prize
Award for Security
Solutions at Interop
Tokyo 2020
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